101 Uses For A Bandana – Survival, Medical, Tactical, Humorous

Categories: General Prepping, Urban Survival, Wilderness Survival

Earlier in the year we featured a similar video from 'Dan's Depot' 101 Uses For Paracord (Seriously, there's 101 uses listed here)...

Well the folks from Dan's Depot are back and today they are presenting 101 uses for a bandana. Bandanas are truly versatile and it is a great idea to include one when you go camping/hiking etc. They are also a good thing to have in a bug-out-bag or survival bag.

Another similar, but even more versatile item to carry is a shemagh. For decades shemaghs have been issued to British soldiers and they are now widely used by US troops. Pretty much everything you can do with a bandana, you can do better with a shemagh.
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